Colouring Book Project 2017
If you’d like to draw pictures for a colouring book that will go with a CD I’ll be releasing
soon please follow the instructions below. (you’ll get a free download of the colouring book
if you draw me a picture).
* Pictures must be drawn on white paper with black ink, pencil or paint.
* Any size will do.
* Think about making spaces in your pictures for colouring in.
* You can deliver the pictures to me or email me a good photograph of your pictures.
Levity Beet
20 Wadsworth St
Takaka 7110
wildbeet@gmail.com
Now what do I need drawn?
Choose a song title and draw a picture that matches the description after the song title
The song titles are…
1. I don’t mind
- a kereru pooping on someones head from a branch in a tree
- a crab nipping someones toe
- a spider crawling on someones knee
- a bat sitting on someones head
2. Lie down in the river
- someone floating inthe river
- could be in a swimming donut or water wings or a boogie board
- fish, rocks, river banks with trees, eels
3. My best friend Jake is a cyborg
- a boy who is half machine / half boy
- a vampire
- a werewolf
- someone growing into an alien
- all the characters above dancing at a disco
4. There is one in the bush
- dinosaurs
- moa
- baby with teeth growing for the first time
- tuatara
-man doing yoga
-woman looking mad

5. Piranha
- a piranha
- a tarantula, a goose, a puffin,
- worms, an octopus, eggs, rooster, giraffe
- river, water
- a sign that says ‘Beware Piranhas’
- a sign that says ‘Watch out - humans coming!’
6. Purple Yeti
- a purple yeti
- a hunter
- a circus ringmaster or ringmistress
- kereru, tui, kea, kahu, karearea, pipwharauroa, whio, piwakawaka
7. Rock n’ Roll Zombie
- A vegetarian zombie
- A rockstar zombie
- A very, very old zombie
- A hippy zombie
- zombie vegetables
- Albert Einstein
- sausages
8. The wheels on the bus they still don’t go round
- a broken bus, flat tires, smashed windows, dented
- mechanics working on it, tools
9. Voodoo onesie dance party lullaby
- people in onesies in a trance dancing
- baby with a rattle made from a shrunken head
- necklace with jewel looking like a tongue
- a snake belt
- skeletons and pretty flowers
10. What if the world went backwards mum
-dirty teeth
-dirty washing / fish skeletons, dung and other muck on them
-long haired people
-dentists working on grandad
-a cat, a nun,
-surprised and shocked looking faces

